
STIGLER’S DIET PROBLEM 

In 1939, Nobel Laureate economist George Stigler posed the following problem: 

For a moderately active man, weighing 154 pounds, how much of each of 77 foods should be eaten 

on a daily basis so that the man’s intake of nine nutrients (including calories) will at least equal the 

recommend dietary allowances suggested by the National Research Council, with the cost of the diet 

being minimal. 

The foods Stigler chose included wheat flour, rice, rolled oats, eggs, cheddar cheese, peanut butter, 

lard, apples, bacon, navy beans, pork liver, lettuce, etc. For nutrients, he chose calories, protein, 

calcium, iron, vitamin A, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin and vitamin C. 

 

The mathematical processes had not been invented in 1939 to solve such an immense problem. 

Stigler solved the problem by trial and error. Not long afterwards, George Dantzig invented the 

simplex method for solving optimisation problems. 

PART 1 

Research the daily nutritional requirements of the above nutrients for a person of your gender and 

weight. 

Can a diet of carrots and oatmeal provide all the nutrients a person needs? The tables over the page 

show the nutrients present (for 100g of carrots and 100g of oatmeal). 

Set up a system of 9 inequalities in two unknowns, C and M for calories, vitamin A, thiamine, 

riboflavin, niacin, calcium, iron, vitamin C and protein. 

For example, the recommended daily amount of thiamine is 1.1mg. 100g of carrots contains 

0.066mg of thiamine and 100g of oatmeal contains 0.08mg. 

Our inequality is 0.066𝐶 + 0.08𝑀 ≥ 1.1. 

Use graphing software to graph your inequalities. Is there a common region? If so, how many carrots 

and how much oatmeal do you need to eat each day? 

Some nutrients become irrelevant. Give an example of one such nutrient. How do you know it is not 

important in deciding the amount of carrots or oatmeal. 

What are the some of the problems with such a diet? 



What are the potential problems of not using upper bounds with the nutrients? 

Carrots          Oatmeal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 2 

Now we are going to include a third food. You may choose your own. We are going to reduce the 

number of nutrients to three: calories, protein and iron. This time there will be a system of three 

equations in three unknowns, so it is a three-dimensional problem. 

For example, suppose we choose apples as the third food. The inequality for thiamine would be: 

0.066𝐶 + 0.08𝑀 + 0.017𝐴 ≥ 1.1 

We can use three-dimensional graphing software to graph the three regions. Wolfram Alpha has a 

3D plotter. The inequality above is entered as an equation, as follows: 

𝑓(𝑥) =
1.1 − 0.066𝑥 − 0.08𝑦

0.017
 

Note: you only need the positive axis so set x and y minimum to zero. 



 

Write your three equations for calories, iron and protein. 

Graph all three planes and try to find the point of intersection. 

An alternate method involves solving a system of simultaneous equations in three unknowns. You 

may use technology like Wolfram Alpha or a graphics calculator to find the point of intersection of 

the three planes.  

Interpret your result in terms of quantities of food for your diet. 

What is the cost of your diet per day? 

PART 3 

Choose five foods and five nutrients that you would like to include in your daily diet. The nutrients 

must all be present in two or more foods. Research the recommended daily dose of each nutrient 

per day and find the amount of the nutrient found in 100g of each of your foods. Find the cost of the 

five foods per 100g. 

Set up a system of inequalities based on the minimum daily requirements of the nutrients. Include 

some upper bounds for nutrients like vitamin A. 

The equation you are minimising is the cost of each food. t, w, x, y and z represent the different 

foods. Put the cost of 100g of each food as a coefficient of the variables. For example: 

𝑝 = 0.5𝑡 + 2.25𝑤 + 3𝑥 + 1.14𝑦 + 0.8𝑧 

Enter your object function and the inequalities into the following computer program: 

http://www.mathstools.com/section/main/simplex_online_calculator#  

Interpret your result. 

Using Excel: 

We need to load an Add In called “Excel Solver”. Go to File → Options → Add Ins and Manage Add 

Ins. Find Solver Add In and add it. 

There is a precise way that we set up the Excel Spreadsheet, as follows: 

Enter t, w, x, y and z into cells A1 – A5. 

Underneath enter 0s. Excel will test values in B1 – B5 until it finds a minimum solution. 

http://www.mathstools.com/section/main/simplex_online_calculator


In cell A4 enter your equation for your first constraint (eg. Vit A). This is only a heading. 

Eg. 835t+46x+3y 

Underneath, enter the formula. 

=835*A2 + 46*C2 + 3*D2 

Do the same for all your constraints. Put them all in column A. 

Now, enter the objective function. This is the costs of each food. Enter this in Column C. 

Eg. 0.5t+1.78w+0.12x+0.65y+2.8z 

Underneath, write the excel formula: 

=0.5*A2 + 1.78*B2 + 0.12*C2 + 0.65*D2 + 2.8*E2 

Now we are ready to set the solver going. Go to Data and on the right hand side you should now see 

Solver. Click on it. 

We want to minimise the function above. Enter it in “Set Objective”. 

In the box “By changing Variable Cells” click on the cells A2:E2. 

Now we add the constraints: 

Click Add. In cell reference, click on where you typed the excel formula for your first nutrient. You 

want ≥ then enter the minimum daily requirement for that nutrient. 

Continue until you have added all constraints. 

Finally, select Simplex LP for the solving method and click Solve. 

It is possible that you won’t get a solution if you don’t have an upper bound for some nutrients. 

Experiment until you do. 

What is the minimum cost for your diet? What does it consist of? 

Did you get the same answer in Excel and the website? If not, which one is right? 

PART 4 

Write a one page synopsis about what you have learnt about linear programming and optimisation 

problems. 

 


